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Electrical and thermal transport on a fractional quantum Hall edge are determined by topological
quantities inherited by the corresponding bulk state. While electrical transport is the standard
method for studying edges, thermal transport appears more challenging. Here, we show that the
shot noise generated on the edge provides a fully electrical method to probe the edge structure. In
the incoherent regime, the noise falls into three topologically distinct universality classes: charge
transport is always ballistic while thermal transport is either ballistic, diffusive, or “anti-ballistic”.
Correspondingly, the noise either vanishes, decays algebraically or is constant up to exponentially
small corrections in the edge length.
Electrical and thermal transport on fractional quan-
tum Hall (FQH) edges are quantized, reflecting the bulk
topological order [1–3]. In particular, the electrical Hall
and two-terminal conductances, GH and G,
GH = νe
2/h, G = |GH |. (1)
are determined by the bulk filling factor ν ∈ Q. Further-
more, the thermal Hall and two-terminal conductances,
GQH and G
Q,
GQH = νQκT, G
Q = |GQH |, (2)
manifest the difference νQ ≡ nd − nu ∈ Z between the
number of “downstream” nd and “upstream” nu (with re-
spect to the chirality direction set by the magnetic field)
edge channels [4, 5]; for Abelian states νQ ∈ Z. Here
T is the temperature, κ = pi2k2B/(3h), and kB is Boltz-
mann’s constant. It should be emphasized that, for edges
with counterpropagating channels, the quantizations (1)
and (2) holds under the condition (and is a hallmark) of
the incoherent regime [6, 7]. This regime is generic for
nearly all FQHE experiments on such edges; reaching the
coherent regime requires very low temperatures and/or
very small distances between electrodes and/or special
control over intermode tunneling [8].
Since the discovery of the FQH effect [9, 10], electrical
transport has been the standard method for probing the
edge structure. On the other hand, experiments on ther-
mal transport have only recently determined the number
of active channels for a variety of edges [11–13]. These
experiments are technically very challenging, and were so
far only capable of determining |νQ|.
In this Letter, we classify FQH edges into topological
classes according to the scaling of the shot noise S with
the edge length L. We thus show that a measurement
of the noise is an efficient diagnostic tool for determining
important features of the edge structure. We emphasize
that this method of probing the edge structure is purely
electrical and thus complementary to the (very difficult)
measurements of the heat conductance.
Noise measurements are already a ubiquitous tool in
mesoscopic physics [14, 15], in particular for FQH exper-
iments, where they are used to probe fractionally charged
quasiparticles in quantum point contact (QPC) geome-
tries [16–18]. Shot noise has also been suggested as a
probe of quasiparticle statistics [19].
We focus on the incoherent transport regime (which
is generic as emphasized above) L/leq  1, where leq
is a characteristic equilibration length. Beyond leq, in-
dividual channels cannot be distinguished as they fully
equilibrate and form hydrodynamic modes. Via the same
token, any effects from edge reconstruction [20, 21] are
negligible. What remains are the transport coefficients ν
and νQ, which can be observed, either through conduc-
tance measurements but also, as we emphasize in this
letter, in the shot noise. The incoherent regime has been
discussed in early works [4, 22] and more recently studied
in the context of line junctions [23, 24] and of the ν = 2/3
edge [6, 7, 25, 26].
We consider a general Abelian FQH edge (see Fig. 1)
and show that that an edge with νQ > 0 generates vanish-
ing noise S ' 0 (up to exponential corrections in L/leq),
νQ = 0 generates S ∼
√
leq/L, and edges with νQ < 0
generate S ' const. These three types of noise asymp-
totics reflect respectively the three possible combinations
of electrical and thermal transport: (i) Both charge and
heat flows ballistically downstream. This is for instance
the case for the integer quantum Hall states [27] as well
as for particle-like states such as ν = 1/3, ν = 2/5, etc.
(ii) Charge flows downstream, but the heat transport is
diffusive. This holds whenever νQ = 0, with ν = 2/3 the
most studied example [6, 7, 26, 28–30]. (iii) Charge flows
downstream, but heat flows ballistically upstream; we
term such heat transport “anti-ballistic”. This is the case
for hole-conjugate states such as, e.g., ν = 3/5, ν = 4/7,
etc, which are characterized by nd < nu [31].
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2The mechanism for such strikingly different noise char-
acteristics follows from a spatial separation of where heat
and noise is generated [26]. This separation is a conse-
quence of the chiral nature of the edge which, in turn,
is a manifestation of the U(1) gauge anomaly in 2 + 1D
Abelian Chern-Simons theory [32–34].
More concretely, full equilibration on the edge yields a
two-terminal charge conductance G = Gd +Gu ' νe2/h,
where Gd ' νe2/h and Gu ' 0 describe the current on
the considered portion of the edge in response to the volt-
ages on the electrodes Cdown and Cup, respectively [35].
Regardless of which of two electrodes is a source (respec-
tively, a drain), the local voltage along the edge drops
only within a distance ∼ leq in the vicinity of Cup (see
Fig. 1) and is therefore fixed by the net chirality (i.e,
by the downstream direction). The region of the voltage
drop is associated with Joule heating, and is therefore
referred to as the hot spot [26, 36]. The nature and di-
rection of heat transport away from the hot spot depend
crucially on νQ which is fixed by the topological order of
the bulk [4, 5].
Due to the heating along the edge, thermally activated
tunneling between the edge channels can excite particle-
hole pairs. Such pairs exist only within ∼ leq from where
they are generated; beyond that distance they recom-
bine due to equilibration processes. If the respective con-
stituents of a pair would reach different contacts, fluctua-
tions in the charge current—shot noise—will be observed
in the contacts. Crucially, only pairs created within a dis-
tance ∼ leq of Cdown have a non-negligible probability to
contribute to this type of partition noise. Particles or
holes further away from this point will experience equi-
libration due to repeated tunneling and, as a result, will
both flow in the downstream direction, finally reaching
Cup. Hence, the region ∼ leq close to Cdown is referred
to as the noise spot. Interestingly, this noise generating
mechanism carry some resemblance to the photon pair
splitting picture of Hawking radiation [37].
Model.– We consider a segment of a general Abelian
FQH edge with N edge channels between two con-
tacts separated by a distance L (see Fig. 1). For each
channel n, corresponding to a filling factor discontinu-
ity νn, we introduce M virtual reservoirs (which ab-
sorb neither charge nor energy) modelling local equilibra-
tion [7, 26, 38]. For simplicity, we neglect any temporary
charge or heat accumulation in the reservoirs. (In any
case, such an accumulation would not affect the zero fre-
quency noise.) Hence, at any time t, charge and energy
currents are locally conserved
In,j,out(t) = In,j,in(t) ≡ In,j(t), (3a)
Jn,j,out(t) = Jn,j,in(t) ≡ Jn,j(t). (3b)
Here, In,j,out(in)(t) is the outgoing (incoming) charge cur-
rent of channel n into its reservoir at location j, and
Jn,j,out(in)(t) are corresponding energy currents. Since
FIG. 1. (Color online) Model of equilibration on the FQH
edge: a set of nd downstream modes (red) and nu upstream
modes (blue) emanate from contacts Cdown and Cup (sep-
arated by distance L), respectively, and equilibrate due to
inter-mode disorder-mediated tunneling of charge and energy.
Local voltages Vn,j and temperatures Tn,j are determined
by local virtual reservoirs (labelled by j) which drive charge
Iτn,m,j and energy J
τ
n,m,j tunneling currents between channels
n↔ m. (The reservoirs do not absorb charge or energy.) Our
proposed measurement scheme consists of voltage-biasing one
contact and measuring noise. Heating due to voltage equili-
bration then occurs only in the vicinity of Cup, the hot spot,
and heat spreads along the edge. The type of heat conduction
is fixed by the topological quantity νQ ≡ nd − nu. The shot
noise measured in any of the contacts is effectively Johnson-
Nyquist noise generated in a region close to the Cdown: the
noise spot. This noise is independent of which direction the
bias is put (left-to-right or right-to-left).
we are only interested in steady state conditions and zero
frequency noise, all quantities are hereafter assumed to
be time-averaged and we therefore drop any explicit t-
dependence. The local voltages Vn,j ≡ (h/e2χnνn)In,j ,
where χn = ±1 is the channel chirality, and temper-
atures Tn,j drive charge and energy tunneling currents
Iτn,m,j and J
τ
n,m,j from channel n to m at position j,
In,j+1 = In,j −
N∑
m=1
Iτn,m,j , (4a)
Jn,j+1 = Jn,j −
N∑
m=1
Jτn,m,j . (4b)
To lowest order in the tunneling couplings gn,m ≡ gm,n 
31 [39], these currents read
Iτn,m,j = −Iτm,n,j = gn,m
e2
h
(Vn,j − Vm,j) , (5a)
Jτn,m,j = −Jτm,n,j = gn,m
e2
2h
(
V 2n,j − V 2m,j
)
+ γn,mgn,m
κ
2
(
T 2n,j − T 2m,j
)
, (5b)
where γn,m ≡ γm,n parametrize the deviation from
Wiedemann-Franz law for the inter-channel tunneling
current. In general, γn,m depends on νn, νm, and the
inter-mode interactions. As an example, in the case of
non-interacting channels with νn = 1 and νm = 1/(2p+1)
with integer p one finds γn,m = 3/(2νm + 1) [7].
By combining Eqs. (4) and (5), we derive continuum
equations for the voltage, current, and temperature pro-
files along the edge. We denote by a the distance be-
tween successive reservoirs and define x = ja. Taking
the continuum limit gn,m → 0, a→ 0, M →∞, with the
coordinate x and the equilibration length ln,m ≡ a/gn,m
kept finite, we obtain the following equation for the local
voltages:
∂x~V (x) =MV ~V (x), (6)
where ~V (x) = (V1, . . . , VN )
T (x) (superscript T denotes
transposition) and
MV =

−
∑
n 6=1 l
−1
1,n
χ1ν1
l−11,2
χ1ν1
. . .
l−11,N
χ1ν1
l−11,2
χ2ν2
−
∑
n6=2 l
−1
2,n
χ2ν2
. . .
l−12,N
χ2ν2
...
...
. . .
...
l−11,N
χNνN
l−12,N
χNνN
. . . −
∑
n6=N l
−1
N,n
χNνN
 .
(7)
The local electric currents ~I(x) obey a similar equation,
∂x~I(x) =MI~I(x), MI = DMVD−1, (8)
with D = diag(χ1ν1, . . . , χNνN ).
For the local temperatures, we obtain
∂x ~T 2(x) =MT ~T 2(x) + ∆~V (x), (9)
with ~T 2(x) = (T 21 , . . . , T
2
N )
T (x) and
MT =

−
∑
n 6=1 l˜
−1
1,n
χ1
l˜−11,2
χ1
. . .
l˜−11,N
χ1
l˜−11,2
χ2
−
∑
n 6=2 l˜
−1
2,n
χ2
. . .
l˜−12,N
χ2
...
...
. . .
...
l˜−11,N
χN
l˜−12,N
χN
. . . −
∑
n 6=N l˜
−1
N,n
χN
 .
(10)
Here, we have defined the thermal equilibration lengths
l˜n,m ≡ ln,m/γn,m, and
∆~V (x) =
e2
hκ
N∑
n=1
(
(V1 − Vn)2
l1,nχ1
, . . . ,
(VN − Vn)2
lN,nχN
)T (x)
(11)
reflects the Joule heating contribution.
To compute the noise, we consider fluctuations in the
charge currents and let δX denote the deviation of any
quantity X from its time average: δX ≡ X − X. We
decompose the charge tunneling current fluctuations into
δIτn,m,j = δI
τ,int
n,m,j + δI
τ,tr
n,m,j . (12)
Here the intrinsic contributions (superscript “int”) arise
from local Johnson-Nyquist noise; we take them to be
independent random variables with zero mean and with
variance
δIτ,intn,m,jδI
τ,int
n′,m′,j′ =
2e2
h
gn,mkB (Tn,j + Tm,j′) δnmj,n′m′j′ .
(13)
We have here assumed that the local voltage difference
between any two channels is much smaller than their av-
erage temperature: Vn,j − Vm,j  kB(Tn,j + Tm,j)/2.
This approximation is excellent (holds up to exponen-
tially small corrections in L/leq) around the noise spot,
where the channels equilibrate to the same voltage [35].
The transmitted contributions (superscript “tr”) in
Eq. (12) reflect fluctuations in the voltage difference be-
tween the channels
δIτ,trn,m,j = gn,m
e2
h
(δVn,j − δVm,j) , (14)
that are induced by δIτ,intn,m,j according to the transport
equation (6). In the continuum limit, we find the follow-
ing equation for the local electric current fluctuations
∂x ~δI (x) =MI ~δI (x) + ~δI
τ,int
(x), (15)
where
~δI
τ,int
n (x) = −
N∑
m>n
δIτ,intn,m (x) +
N∑
m<n
δIτ,intm,n (x) (16)
and δIτ,intm,n (x) ≡ δIτ,intm,n,j/a. With Eqs. (6), (9), and (15),
we can compute the noise for any edge structure. How-
ever, due to the hierarchy of the N(N−1)/2 length scales
∼ ln,m the noise expressions are algebraically involved.
To render the physics more transparent, we therefore em-
ploy the following simplification scheme [35]: (i) We let
all length scales associated with equilibration between
channels of the same chirality be ∼ a. This approxima-
tion does not influence the DC noise, since tunneling be-
tween co-propagating channels does not give rise to any
partitioning of the current. (ii) The edge is then trans-
formed into two hydrodynamic modes (consisting of nd
and nu channels respectively) with effective filling factor
discontinuities ν±. There remains only a single length
scale leq ≡ aν+ν−/(g+,−(ν+ − ν−)), where g+,− is the
effective tunneling coupling between the modes. Hence,
4��+(�)
��-(�)
κ�� (�
)/(��
�)� ν� > �
κ�� (�
)/(��
�)� ν� = �
� � �
κ�� (�
)/(��
�)� ν� < �
FIG. 2. (Color online) Schematics of topologically distinct
temperature profiles resulting from equilibration and associ-
ated dissipation on FQH edges. T 2± are the temperatures of
the nd downstream (+) and nu upstream modes (-). Top:
νQ ≡ nd − nu > 0, yielding ballistic heat transport down-
stream. (The case with nu 6= 0 is displayed; for nu = 0 the
temperature profiles are trivial: T±(x) = 0). Middle: νQ = 0,
implying heat diffusion. Bottom: νQ < 0 with anti-ballistic
(upstream) heat transport.
the treatment of the edge is reduced to that of two chan-
nels. Evaluating the noise, we find [35]
S ' 2e
2
hleq
ν−
ν+
(ν+ − ν−)
∫ L
0
dx
e
− 2xleq kB (T+(x) + T−(x))
(1− e− Lleq ν−/ν+)2
,
(17)
where T± are the temperatures of the hydrodynamic
modes. It is clear from Eq. (17) that, while the noise
in principle originates from the heating along the full
edge, the dominant contributions is given by the region
of extension ∼ leq near Cdown (x = 0). Other contri-
butions are exponentially suppressed in x/leq. It follows
that the characteristics of the noise depend crucially on
the temperature profiles T±(x). We find [35] that (up
to boundary effects) whenever νQ > 0, T±(x) decays ex-
ponentially in (L − x)/leq (for the special case nu = 0,
the temperature profiles equal the contact temperature
defined to be zero); for νQ = 0, T±(x) ∼
√
x/L; and for
νQ < 0, T±(x) ' const. We depict these three types of
temperature profiles in Fig. 2.
Substituting the results for T±(x) in Eq. (17), we ob-
tain three topologically distinct types of the scaling of
noise S in the incoherent regime, L  leq, that have
been announced in the introduction. These results are il-
lustrated in Fig. 3 where we choose a representative edge
for each class. For the ν = 3/5 edge we have νQ = −1 < 0
●
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Shot noise S/(e3V0/h) (where V0 is the
bias voltage) on the FQH edge as a function of the edge length
L in units of the equilibration length leq for three distinct
edge structures (for simplicity, we have chosen γ = 1 for all
three curves). Yellow circles: interface between ν = 4/3 and
ν = 1/5 with νQ > 0 and S ' exp(−3.35− 0.12L/leq). Green
diamonds: ν = 2/3 with νQ = 0 and S ' f(γ = 1)
√
leq/L.
Red triangles: ν = 3/5 with νQ < 0 and S ' g(γ = 1). For
L  leq, S ∝ L/leq. The coefficient functions f(γ) and g(γ)
of order unity are given in the Supplemental Material [35].
(anti-ballistic heat transport), so that the noise is con-
stant for L/leq  1. For ν = 2/3 the heat transport
is diffusive in view of νQ = 0, and the noise decays as√
leq/L. Finally, the boundary between the 4/3 and 1/5
fractions is characterized by νQ = 1 and thus ballistic
heat transport, so that the noise decays exponentially in
L/leq. In the short edge limit, L  leq, the tunneling
events are rare, and the noise scales as S ∝ L/leq in all
cases.
Discussion.– We expect our noise classification to be
applicable not only for conventional edge structures, but
also for experimentally engineered edge structures with
equal G but different GQ [8, 40–42]. For instance, an
interface between ν = 4/3 and ν = 2/3 FQH states is ex-
pected to host two co-propagating 1/3 channels. In the
incoherent regime, this edge yields G ' (2/3)e2/h and
GQ ' 2κT in contrast to the conventional ν = 2/3 edge
where G ' (2/3)e2/h but GQ ' 0 [6, 7]. Our model pre-
dicts that only the latter edge generates non-vanishing
noise, which can be tested experimentally. Recent mea-
surements of noise on conductance plateaux in QPC ge-
ometries [43] could also be analyzed with our model.
We further anticipate that our classification can be ex-
tended to the exotic non-Abelian ν = 5/2 state. Current
research points towards three prominent and competing
theories of the edge structure [44–50] and our prelimi-
nary results indicate that these proposals fall into distinct
noise classes [51]. Our results thereby provide an ex-
perimental signature that may distinguish between these
theories.
Noise detection in the incoherent regime requires L
5leq, but at the same time heat leakage into the bulk must
be prevented. Experimental data imply leq . 10 µm for
many Abelian edges. Further, experiments indicate that
edges with L ≈ 50 µm are sufficiently short to suppress
bulk leakage [8, 12, 13, 25, 50]. Thus, measurements at
L leq and without leakage should be feasible.
We end by noting that by measuring the constant noise
(i.e. for νQ < 0) in the incoherent regime, the func-
tions f(γ) and g(γ) [35] (and their generalization to other
edges in the same class) can be used to extract γ and
probe violations of the Wiedemann-Franz law.
Summary.– We studied shot noise on incoherent frac-
tional quantum Hall edges and found that the asymp-
totic characteristics of the shot noise can be classified
into three topological universality classes. These classes
represent the three different possibilities in the interplay
between electrical and thermal transport: ballistic charge
and heat transport generate either vanishing or expo-
nentially suppressed noise, ballistic charge and diffusive
heat transport generate algebraically decaying noise, and
ballistic charge but anti-ballistic heat transport generate
constant noise. We expect this classification to be ap-
plicable to conventional filling factors, edge states at the
interface between different FQH bulk states, more com-
plex QPC geometries, and non-Abelian states. Our find-
ings suggest that noise measurements in the incoherent
regime provide important insights into current edge state
theories.
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In this supplemental material, we provide details of the reduction of the general edge theory into an effective two-
mode model with a single equilibration length. We also derive Eq. (17) for the noise in the main paper, together with
the three types of the asymptotic behavior of the noise. We end by computing explicit expressions for the temperature
profiles and the noise for a few representative edges.
SA. REDUCTION TO THE EFFECTIVE THEORY
To simplify the treatment of the general edge, we merge the edge channels into sets of the same chirality. The
channels within these sets are assumed to equilibrate on the length scale ∼ a (which defines the shortest length scale
of the problem) into hydrodynamic modes. We start with the general matrix MV in Eq. (7) in the main paper and
require Vn(x) = V+(x) for 1 ≤ n ≤ nd (with chirality χ+) and Vn(x) = V−(x) for nd < n ≤ N (chirality χ−). We
obtain
∂x
(
V+(x)
V−(x)
)
=
 −χ+∑n>nd g1,naν1 χ+∑n>nd g1,naν1
χ−
∑
n≤nd
gnd+1,n
aχNνN
−χ−
∑
n≤nd
gnd+1,n
aνN
(V+(x)
V−(x)
)
, (S1)
together with the constraints ∑
n>nd
g1,n
ν1
=
∑
n>nd
g2,n
ν2
= . . . =
∑
n>nd
gnd,n
νnd
, (S2a)
∑
n≤nd
gnd+1,n
νnd+1
=
∑
n≤nd
gnd+2,n
νnd+2
= . . . =
∑
n≤nd
gN,n
νN
. (S2b)
Inserting these constraints back into Eq. (S1) results in an effective 2-channel problem with
MV = g+,−
a
 −χ+ (∑ndn=1 νn)−1 χ+ (∑ndn=1 νn)−1
χ−
(∑N
n=nd+1
νn
)−1
−χ−
(∑N
n=nd+1
νn
)−1
 ≡ 1
l+,−
(−χ+/ν+ χ+/ν+
χ−/ν− −χ−/ν−
)
, (S3)
where χ± are the chiralities of the two hydrodynamical modes and l+,− ≡ a/g+,− is a length related to equilibration
between them. The exact dependence of l+,− on gn,m and the channel conductances is generally complicated. However,
its exact expression is unimportant in the continuum limit and instead we use leq ≡ aν+ν−/(g+,−(ν+ − ν−)) (see
Sec. SB) as a phenomenological parameter. Physically, leq depends generally on the temperature and the microscopic
structure of the edge [S1]. Our results for the incoherent regime are however only dependent on the condition
L/leq  1.
We treat the temperature profiles in the same manner. The amount of heat carried by each Abelian channel is the
same [S2] and the resulting effective matrix therefore reads
MT = γ
l+,−
(−χ+nd χ+nd
χ−nu −χ−nu
)
, (S4)
where l+,−/γ parametrizes the effective thermal equilibration length. Here γ is the Wiedemann-Franz parameter of
the effective heat tunneling current [S3]. We also obtain ∆~V (x) = (V+(x)− V−(x))2e2/(hκl+,−)(−1, 1)T (see Eq. (9)
in the main paper).
2The merging of the channels is equivalent to assuming the following hierarchy of length scales
a ∼ l−,− ∼ l+,+  l+,− ∼ leq  L, (S5)
where l−,−, l+,+, and l+,− are lengths corresponding to tunneling between modes within the − set, within the + set,
and between the sets respectively. The only remaining length scale is therefore l−,+ ∼ leq which we use to define the
incoherent regime (see the last inequality in Eq. (S5)).
SB. VOLTAGE PROFILES AND CHARGE CONDUCTANCES FOR THE EFFECTIVE
COUNTER-PROPAGATING MODES
We consider the voltage profiles for two counterpropagating hydrodynamic modes (the same results hold also for
two simple edge channels) with filling factor discontinuities ν+ and ν− < ν+ and chiralities χ± = ±1. Using the
matrix in Eq. (S3) and boundary conditions V+(0) = V0 and V−(L) = 0, the solution of Eq. (6) in the main paper
reads
V+(x) = V0
ν+e
L/leq − ν−ex/leq
ν+eL/leq − ν−
, (S6a)
V−(x) = V0
ν+e
x/leq − ν+eL/leq
ν+eL/leq − ν−
, (S6b)
where leq ≡ aν+ν−/(g+,−(ν+ − ν−)). These profiles are plotted in Fig. S1. It follows that
∆~V (x) =
V 20 e
2
hκl+,−
e2x/leq(ν+ − ν−)2
(eL/leqν+ − ν−)2
(−1
+1
)
. (S7)
In the limit L/leq → ∞, we obtain V+(L) = V0(ν+ − ν−)/ν+ and the conductance Gd determining the response of
the current on this edge to the potential of the left contact Cdown (x = 0) reads Gd ' (ν+ − ν−)e2/h. Reversing
the role of source and drain by choosing V+(0) = 0 and V−(L) = V0 yields for the conductance Gu determining the
response of the current on this edge to the potential of the right contact Cup (x = L) in the same limit Gu ' 0. The
two-terminal conductance G that includes also the current flowing on the second edge connecting Cdown and Cup is
generically G = Gu +Gd. We thus have a quantized conductance in the incoherent regime
G ' Gd ' (ν+ − ν−)e2/h, (S8)
up to exponentially small corrections. In contrast, for the perfectly clean edge, one finds Gd = ν+e
2/h and Gu =
ν−e2/h, yielding G = (ν+ + ν−)e2/h. This result follows straight-forwardly from a Landau-Bu¨ttiker treatment in the
absence of the inter-mode interaction but holds also for a clean interacting edge [S1].
SC. DERIVATION OF DC NOISE FOR THE EFFECTIVE COUNTER-PROPAGATING MODES
Within the approximation scheme that reduces the general edge structure to two hydrodynamical modes, Eq. (15)
of the main paper reduces to
∂x
(
δI+(x)
δI−(x)
)
=
1
l+,−
(−χ+/ν+ χ−/ν−
χ+/ν+ −χ−/ν−
)(
δI+(x)
δI+(x)
)
+ δIτ,int+− (x)
(−1
+1
)
⇐⇒ ∂x ~δI(x) =MI ~δI(x) + ~δI
τ,int
(x). (S9)
This system of two coupled inhomogeneous linear differential equations has the general solution
~δI(x) = exMI ~δI(0) +
∫ x
0
dy eMI(x−y) ~δI
τ,int
(y). (S10)
To proceed, we first consider an edge where all channels have the same chirality (right-moving): χ+ = χ− = +1. This
is a maximally chiral edge in which we have split all modes in two sets. The appropriate boundary conditions read
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FIG. S1. (Color online) Voltage profiles for counter-propagating modes V+(x) (downstream, red line) and V−(x) (upstream,
blue, dashed line) with filling factor discontinuities ν+ and ν− < ν+, respectively (see Fig. 1 in the main paper). The left
contact, Cdown (x = 0), is biased with V0 and the downstream mode voltage V+(x) drops from V0 to (ν+ − ν−)V0/ν+ due to
equilibration within the length leq from the right grounded contact, Cup (x = L). Here, we have used L/leq = 20.
δI+(0) = δI−(0) = 0 assuming noiseless bias voltage in the contact. The measured noise S ≡ (δI+(x) + δI−(x))2,
then vanishes identically, S = 0, since δI+(x) = −δI−(x) due to current conservation. Physically, this holds since
the maximally chiral edge lacks any mechanism for current partitioning. We conclude that the maximally chiral edge
generates identically zero noise.
Next, we return to an edge with counterpropagating modes. The appropriate boundary conditions now are δI+(0) =
δI−(L) = 0 The noise (that can be calculated in Cdown, in Cup, or in any other point of the wire), S ≡ δI+(L)2 =
δI−(0)2, becomes
S ' 2e
2
hleq
ν−
ν+
(ν+ − ν−)
∫ L
0
dx
e
− 2xleq kB [T+(x) + T−(x)]
(1− e− Lleq ν−/ν+)2
, (S11)
which is Eq. (17) in the main text. In this derivation, we have used the definition leq ≡ aν+ν−/[g+,−(ν+ − ν−)] as
well as the continuum limit of Eq. (13) in the main paper,
δIτ,int+− (x)δI
τ,int
+− (y) =
2e2
h
g+,−kB [T+(x) + T−(y)] δ(x− y). (S12)
From Eq. (S11) we see that the noise depends crucially on the temperature profiles along the edge. The noise
classification (see main text and the next section in this Supporting Material) follows directly from the fact that there
are three distinct types of temperature profiles corresponding to νQ = nd − nu being positive, zero, or negative. This
property is fixed by the topological order of the FQH state.
We further find that S is symmetric with respect to interchange of source and drain contacts: the result does not
depend on whether Cdown is biased and Cup is grounded or vice versa. In fact, the noise is only dependent on the
absolute value of the difference of potentials of the two contacts. This is related to the fact that the positions of hot
spot and of the noise spot are fixed by the net chirality of the edge and are thus independent on the values and signs
of the applied potentials.
SD. TEMPERATURE PROFILES FOR THE EFFECTIVE COUNTER-PROPAGATING MODES
We first consider νQ > 0 ⇔ nd > nu. Using Eq. (S4) and (S7) in Eq. (9) of the main paper, both temperature
profile solutions take the form
kBT±(x) ∼ V0 ×
[
O
(
e
− γ2
ν+ν−
ν+−ν−
L−x
leq
)
+O
(
e
−L−xleq
)]
, (S13)
4up to boundary corrections. We have here used the boundary conditions T+(0) = T−(L) = 0 corresponding to the
assumption that the contact temperatures are zero. From (S13), we see that the heating of the edge is proportional to
the bias voltage V0 and decays exponentially from the hot spot x ∼ L towards x = 0 on two competing length scales:
leq and 2leq(ν+ − ν−)/(γν+ν−) where the latter is typically dominating. The heat reaching the noise-generating spot
is therefore exponentially suppressed in L/leq. Using these temperature profiles in Eq. (S11), we obtain zero noise,
up to exponentially small corrections in L/leq:
S ∼ exp
(
−γ
2
ν+ν−
ν+ − ν−
L
leq
)
. (S14)
The special case with nu = 0 generates T±(x) = 0, i.e. the temperature along the edge equals that of the bias contact.
Next, we consider νQ = 0⇔ nu = nd and find diffusive temperature profiles
kBT±(x) ∼ V0 ×
√
x/L. (S15)
The heat reaching the noise-generating spot at x ∼ leq decays slowly as L/leq increases. Such temperature profiles
generate through Eq. (S11) an asymptotic noise behaviour
S ∼ (e3V0/h)×
√
leq/L. (S16)
This result is consistent with the previous result [S4] for the ν = 2/3 edge.
When νQ < 0⇔ nu > nd, we find
kBT±(x) ∼ V0 × const., (S17)
up to boundary effects. The noise becomes asymptotically constant as a function of L/leq,
S ∼ (e3V0/h)× const. (S18)
The three types of temperature profiles can be anticipated from the matrix exp (xMI) entering Eq. (S10). If
nd = nu, the matrix elements are linear in x, otherwise exponential. This property together with appropriate
boundary conditions determine the type of heat transport.
Finally, it is instructive to verify that our formalism correctly reproduces the equilibrium noise. For this purpose,
we consider a constant ambient temperature along the edge and in the contacts, T+(x) = T−(x) = T for 0 ≤ x ≤ L,
and no bias. Using the local fluctuation-dissipation relations (δI±(0))2 = ν±2e2kBT/h, (δI±(L))2 = ν±2e2kBT/h,
and δIτ,int± (x)δI
τ,int
+− (y) = 2e
2g+,−kBTδ(x− y)/h, we obtain in the limit L/leq →∞
S = (δI+(L) + δI−(L))2 ' 2kBT (ν+ − ν−)e
2ν−
hν+
+ 2kBT (ν+ − ν−)2 e
2
hν+
= 2GkBT, (S19)
where G = (ν+ − ν−)e2/h =
∑
n(χnνn)e
2/h = νe2/h is the charge conductance of the equilibrated edge. Equation
(S19) is nothing but the thermal Johnson-Nyquist noise on the edge. Adding the contribution from the other edge
(the FQH geometry requires every contact to connect two edges), the total thermal noise becomes 4GkBT , which
is the proper value of the equilibrium noise as dictated by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem applied to the whole
system.
SE. EXPLICIT NOISE EXPRESSIONS
In this section, we give explicit expressions for the the temperature profiles and the noise for a few representative
examples of FQH edges with counterpropagating modes.
The ν = 2/3 edge
For the ν = 2/3 edge, the mode structure of the edge corresponds to ν+ = 1, ν− = 1/3, nd = 1, and nu = 1 (see
Fig. S2). This edge is thus characterized by νQ = 0 and therefore by diffusive heat transport. Solving Eq. (9) of the
5main paper using Eq. (S4), we find
k2BT
2
+(x) =
3V 20
(
γ(γ + 2)xe
2L
leq + (γ − 2)
(
−e 2xleq (2leq + γL) + 2leq + γL− γx
))
2pi2
(
1− 3e Lleq
)2
(2leq + γL)
, (S20a)
k2BT
2
−(x) =
3V 20
(
−(γ + 2)e 2xleq (2leq + γL) + (γ + 2)e
2L
leq (2leq + γx) + (γ − 2)γ(L− x)
)
2pi2
(
1− 3e Lleq
)2
(2leq + γL)
. (S20b)
The profiles T 2±(x) are linear in x (up to boundary effects and exponentially small corrections), which indicates
diffusive heat transport, in consistency with νQ = 0. Using these profiles in Eq. (S11), we obtain
S ' f(γ)e
3V0
h
√
leq
L
, (S21)
where f(γ) =
√
2
[
2Γ(3/2, 4/γ)e4/γ +
√
pi
]√
(2 + γ)/6/(18pi) with Γ(a, b) being the incomplete gamma function. This
is (up to a factor
√
2 due to different definitions of leq) the result obtained in Ref. S4. The function f(γ) is plotted in
Fig. S3, and f(γ = 1) ≈ 0.11 is used in Fig. 3 in the main paper. It should be mentioned that γ = 9/5 was derived
for the non-interacting ν = 2/3 edge [S3].
The ν = 3/5 edge
The ν = 3/5 edge is predicted to consist of three modes: one downstream ν1 = 1 mode and two upstream modes,
ν2 = 1/3 and ν3 = 1/15. We therefore have ν+ = 1, ν− = 2/5, nd = 1, and nu = 2 (see Fig. S2). This edge is thus
FIG. S2. (Color online) FQH edge structures for a) ν = 2/3, b) ν = 3/5, and ν = 4/7. Downstream modes (chirality χ+ = +1)
are depicted in red and upstream (chirality χ− = −1) modes in blue. Modes with the same chirality are merged into effective
hydrodynamic modes with effective filling factors ν+ and ν− respectively.
6characterized by νQ = −1, implying anti-ballistic heat transport. We find
k2BT
2
+(x) =
27V 20 e
− 2γx3leq
(γ + 3)pi2
(
2− 5e Lleq
)2 (
2e
2γL
3leq − 1
)[2(γ − 1)e 2γL3leq − 2(γ + 1)e 2(γ+3)L3leq − 2(γ − 1)e 2(γL+(γ+3)x)3leq
+ 2(γ + 1)e
2(xγ+(3+γ)L)
3leq − (γ − 1)e
2γx
3leq + (γ − 1)e
2(γ+3)x
3leq
]
, (S22a)
k2BT
2
−(x) =
27V 20 e
− 2γx3leq
(γ + 3)pi2
(
2− 5e Lleq
)2 (
2e
2γL
3leq − 1
)[(γ − 1)e 2γL3leq − (γ + 1)e 2(γ+3)L3leq + 2(γ + 1)e 2(xγ+(γ+3)L)3leq
− 2(γ + 1)e
2(γL+(γ+3)x)
3leq − (γ − 1)e
2γx
3leq + (γ + 1)e
2(γ+3)x
3leq
]
. (S22b)
These profiles describe constant temperatures along the edge that drop sharply close to the contacts. The noise
becomes
S ' g(γ)e
3V0
h
, (S23)
where g(γ) = 9
√
(3+3γ)
3+γ Γ(
2+γ
γ )
(√
pi + 2Γ( 32 +
2
γ )2F˜1(− 12 , 2γ , 2+γγ , 12 )
)
/(125piΓ( 32 +
2
γ )). Here Γ(a) is the gamma func-
tion and 2F˜1(a, b, c, d) is the regularized hypergeometric function 2F1(a, b, c, d)/Γ(c). We plot g(γ) in Fig. S3, and
g(γ = 1) ≈ 0.07 is used in Fig. 3 in the main paper.
The ν = 4/7 edge
The ν = 4/7 edge is predicted to consist of four modes: one downstream ν1 = 1 mode and upstream modes ν2 = 1/3,
ν3 = 1/15, and ν4 = 1/35 (see Fig. S2). We have therefore ν+ = 1, ν− = 3/7, nd = 1, and nu = 3. This edge is thus
characterized by νQ = −2 and therefore by anti-ballistic heat transport. We obtain
k2BT
2
+(x) =
36V 20 e
− 3γx2leq
(3γ + 4)pi2
(
3− 7e Lleq
)2 (
3e
3γL
2leq − 1
)[− 3(3γ + 2)e (3γ+4)L2leq + (9γ − 6)e 3γL2leq
+ 3(3γ + 2)e
3γ(L+x)+4L
2leq + (6− 9γ)e
3γ(L+x)+4x
2leq + (3γ − 2)e
(3γ+4)x
2leq + (2− 3γ)e
3γx
2leq
]
, (S24a)
k2BT
2
−(x) =
36V 20 e
− 3γx2leq
(3γ + 4)pi2
(
3− 7e Lleq
)2 (
3e
3γL
2leq − 1
)[(3γ − 2)e 3γL2leq − (3γ + 2)e (3γ+4)L2leq
+ 3(3γ + 2)e
3γ(L+x)+4L
2leq − 3(3γ + 2)e
3γ(L+x)+4x
2leq + (3γ + 2)e
(3γ+4)x
2leq + (2− 3γ)e
3γx
2leq
]
. (S24b)
Similar to the ν = 3/5 edge, the temperature profiles are constant up to boundary corrections. The noise reads
S ' h(γ)e
3V0
h
, (S25)
with h(γ) = 36
√
(2+3γ)
4+3γ Γ(
1+γ
γ )
(√
pi + 2Γ( 32 +
1
γ )2F˜1(− 12 , 1γ , 1+γγ , 13 )
)
/(343piΓ( 32 +
1
γ )). We plot h(γ) in Fig. S3.
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FIG. S3. (Color online) The dimensionless functions f(γ), g(γ), and h(γ) which determine the dependence of the noise (at
some fixed L/leq  1) on the parameter γ controlling the violation of the Wiedemann-Franz law in the inter-mode tunneling.
For the exact expressions f(γ), g(γ), and h(γ), see Sec. SE.
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